TECH-ROLL

TM

TECHNICAL AND
COMPONENT GUIDE
Technical specifications
The curtain is made from black, blue or grey
rubber with an extra-strong polyester reinforcement, this ensures both maximum
flexibility and durability
in temperature between
-40 °C and + 100 °C. Its
tensile strength is 2000
pounds per square inch
(2000 PSI). A fire-retardant MSHA
specifications and white nitrile curtain is also available
upon request.

End-locks

The TECH-LOCK TM end-locks are made
of elastomer and continuous teflon
strips that are vulcanized and chemically bonded to form an integrated unit.
The end result is a smooth-operating,
strong, and weather-tight curtain.

Bottom bar

The bottom bar is made of steel (painted finishes available upon request) and equipped
at the center with a pintle hinge that allows
the release of the curtain in case of impact,
this ensures a fast and easy restart.

Guide Rails

The guide rails, made of steel (painted
finishes are available upon request), are
designed with adjustable compression
springs and bolts that allow the release
of the curtain end after impact.

Wind bars

The wind bar’s are used if necessary to reinforces the door’s curtain in locations where
there are severe weather conditions and/or
exceptional wind loads. With the wind bars in
place the door can withstand wind pressures
from 3.0 Kpa and up.

Distributor :

The extra-strong coil springs (25 000 to
100 000 cycles) are mounted on the outside of the main C-channel cross member,
assembled on a 1-1/4
inch (32mm) steel shaft
which is attached to
the cross member with
HD bearings.

TM

Electric operators

The electric operators of the TECH-ROLL TM series (IGH,
UIGH, MIGH) are high performance industrial operators
designed for intensive use.

Energy-saving

The operators are equipped with
high performance reducers. The
IGH operator’s reducer allows a
continuous use, while the UIGH
reducer is made for intensive and
high-speed use. The oversized MIGH hollow shaft operator is equipped with a spiral-helical reducer, specially designed for very large doors.

Designed for
harsh environments

All high performance operators are equipped with a
brake, allowing high frequency use and minimal maintenance. The chain hoist equipped operators come with
a power safety switch in cases of emergency.

LEED Certified

Extremely durable
requiring little maintenance

Additional options and accessories

TECH-ROLL PRO TM

Options include the manual operation by using the chain hoist (for
the TECH-ROLL PRO TM model) and
the springless operation with the
use of an inertia brake (for the
TECH-ROLL ULTRA TM). Specific projects modifications
and components as well as stainless and galvanized
steel parts are also available.

TECH-ROLL ULTRA TM

Common accessories include: vision panels, photoelectric cells, safety edges and loop detector. Other
accessories are also available upon request.
To help blend into the buildings architecture, epoxy and
powder coat finishes in various colors are available for
metal surfaces.
Telephone: 1-866-835-TECH (8324)
Fax: 450-641-2223
259, D’Alencon Street
Boucherville (Quebec) CANADA J4B 0G9
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Durable, Safe and Efficient
The TECH-ROLLTM is a series of high speed roll-up rubber doors built with quality materials and technologically
advanced components that suit commercial, institutional
and industrial applications. The doors design allows for
easy reinstallation after impact therefore limiting down
time and inconveniences.

APPLICATION GUIDE

The manufacturing of industrial doors involves abiding by various architectural rules and structural norms, which
Indotech uses to create unique and innovative designs. Whether it is made of rubber, steel or aluminum, a door
must be easy to use, safe and durable. These quality standards are an integral part of Indotech’s commitment to
its clients.

Technical specifications for the Tech-Roll TM * series
Model

Pro

Ultra

Mega

Usage

Up to 100 cycles a day

More than 100 cycles
a day

In accordance
to the design

Dimensions

Up to 400 ft2 or 20 ft
(W or H)

Up to 400 ft2 or 20 ft
(W or H)

From 400 ft2 to
1,200 ft2

Opening speed

12 to 18 inches/sec

19 to 60 inches/sec

In accordance
to the design

IGH operator:
worm gear reducer for
models up to 250 ft2

Operator
performance

TECH-ROLL PRO TM
Equipped with a spring system that allows up to 100 cycles
a day, the TECH-ROLL PROTM is designed for industries that
have high traffic flow.

Springless
option

-- Withstands wind pressures of 1 Kpa and up
-- Low head room design available
-- Opens and closes at 12 to 18 inches/second

Other available
options

TECH-ROLL ULTRATM
The TECH-ROLL ULTRATM is the preferred choice for intensive
use environments, such as underground parking garages,
transportation transit terminals and warehouses.
-- Withstands wind pressures of 1 Kpa to and up
-- Low head room design available
-- Springless application possible with inertia brake
-- Opens and closes at 19 to 60 inches/seconds

TECH-ROLL MEGATM
Designed for heavy-duty industries, the TECH-ROLL MEGATM
is ideal for large scale projects.
-- Withstands wind pressures of 1 Kpa and up upon request
-- Low head room design available
-- Variable speed drive
-- Counter weight for unlimited cycles
-- Designed for oversized applications
-- Opens and closes at speeds up to 18 inches/second

Model shown:
TECH-ROLL PRO TM Dual-Drive option and UIGH operator
with optional windbars. Can withstand wind pressures of
3.0 Kpa and up. The ideal choice for the mining industry.

IGH operator:
brake-motor with
worm gear reducer
for models between
250 ft2 and 400 ft2

UIGH operator:
brake-motor with
helical reducer

MIGH3 operator:
brake-motor with
spiral-helical reducer
for models between
400 ft2 and 650 ft2
MIGH5 operator:
brake-motor with
spiral-helical reducer
for models between
650 ft2 and 1,200 ft2
(For larger surface areas,
please contact us)

Not available

Available with
inertia brake

Soft Bottom Edge
for easy repairs
and safety.

Soft Bottom Edge
for easy repairs
and safety.

Dual-Drive option
Ideal choice for
mining industries:

Variable Speed Drive
for usage of more than
better ventilation con- 300 cycles per day, up
trol, can operate at high
to 60 inches/sec
atmospheric pressures,
pull and push drive.

Counterweights

For larger surface
areas, please
contact us.

Low head room

* Restrictions may apply, depending on dimensions, conditions and options.

Programmable control panels

A specially designed electronic management system for fast action doors not only ensures a safe
handling of the mechanism but also offers
- A self-diagnosis of the door’s electrical system and components;
- A real-time digital display of the various operations;
- A variable speed drive allowing smooth acceleration and stopping.

A manufacturer of industrial doors since 1990, Indotech has the experience and
knowledge required to offer exceptional service. Determined to maintain very high
quality standards, our team innovates and develops products that are at the cutting
edge of technology and that answer the performance and security requirements of
today’s industries. Recognized throughout the industry, Indotech always provides
high quality service while its products are built to last from design to delivery.

